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Context



A network of 11 national parks for the preservation of remarkable landscapes, natural
and cultural heritages



French national parks: a regulated core zone and a partnership area
with local authorities



11 parks covering a large range ecosystems: from mediterranean coasts
and islands…



…to alpine highs and glaciers…



…and its caracteristic fauna…



Faire du temps long 
un atout pour innover

… through mighty Cevennes…



In continental France and overseas. Volcanic islands in the indian
ocean…



…or tropical forests…



…And of course the Pyrénees!



(1) Knowledge and conservation of nature: 
Making biodiversity a priority!

Preservation of threatened or heritage species

Prevention of habitat fragmentation and ensuring the 

continuity of ecological corridors

Scientific monitoring of biodiversity

With specific law enforcement forces

National parks missions



(1) It includes the preservation of cultural 
heritage!

Transmission of traditionnal knowledge and know-how

Restauration of built heritage

National parks missions



(2) National parks, a warm welcom!

Education and awareness raising about nature, specifically among the 
younger generations

Sharing nature: Parks are designed to help people discover nature. 
NPs offer information centers, network of hiking trails…

Free and open access for all,
(with its downside: 
potential overcrowding)

National parks missions



(3) Support local sustainable
development

Support local authorities in their efforts toward

sustainable development (Energy, transport, 

agriculture…)

Support local stakeholders in their efforts to 

preserve nature through its trade mark: Esprit 

parc national

National parks missions



Overcrowding



A constant increase in visitors: desire for nature + post-covid
effect



Visitor peak phenomenom



Hyperfrequentation: huge effect on biodiversity, habitats… and visitor
experience





How to mitigate overcrowding: some
attemps in french national parks: 
1/Information 
2/Infrastructure3/Regulations



Timely and informed 
communication



Stay connected: usign aps to inform visitors



Demarketing operation: tell the terrible truth
to the visitor!



Make sense of the regulations



2/Infrastructure to mitigate
frequentation



On land: Withdraw cars, make it more difficult to 
come into the park



But improve the visitor experience



3/Regulations



In Sugiton, from 10 July to 21 August, 2022, free 
access to the site is only permitted by making a 
prior booking.

From 2500 
person/day to 400 
person/day



At sea: Infrastructure + regulation


